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Abstract: Local polarization of magnetic materials has become a well-known and widely used method
for storing binary information. Numerous applications in our daily life such as credit cards, computer
hard drives, and the popular magnetic drawing board toy, rely on this principle. In this work,
we review the recent advances on the magnetic recording of inhomogeneous magnetic landscapes
produced by superconducting films. We summarize the current compelling experimental evidence
showing that magnetic recording can be applied for imprinting in a soft magnetic layer the flux
trajectory taking place in a superconducting layer at cryogenic temperatures. This approach enables
the ex-situ observation at room temperature of the imprinted magnetic flux landscape obtained
below the critical temperature of the superconducting state. The undeniable appeal of the proposed
technique lies in its simplicity and the potential to improve the spatial resolution, possibly down to
the scale of a few vortices.

Keywords: superconductor-ferromagnet hybrids; magnetic tweezers; superconducting devices

1. Introduction

Superconductivity and magnetic order are two macroscopic quantum coherent states of
antagonistic nature, hence, leading to competing ground states [1–3]. This competition manifests
itself in the scarceness of compounds exhibiting coexistence between long-range magnetic order
and superconductivity [4–8], and is also reflected in the phase diagram of cuprate superconductors
where an antiferromagnetic phase develops at the expense of the superconducting phase [9,10].
The preservation of both states can be achieved by renouncing intimate coexistence and physically
separating them in different layers. Yet in this case, profound modifications of the superconducting
state are observed at the interface between the two materials. Even if an insulating material prevents
such an interface, a mutual magnetic interaction persists through their stray fields [11]. The resulting
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hybrid structures have revealed a plethora of interesting effects, such as shrinkage of magnetic
domains in a ferromagnetic layer (FL) in close proximity to a superconducting layer (SL) [12] and
the possibility to confine superconductivity within a narrow region on top of magnetic domain
walls [13–15]. In addition, hybrid systems have found their place in numerous applications such as in
magnetic cloaking metamaterials [16], for improving the critical current density in superconductors [17],
and have been proposed as possible candidates for use as information storage devices [18]. In the
present review we are aiming at discussing the recent theoretical and experimental progress achieved in
the magnetic recording of the inhomogeneous superconducting state in superconductor/ferromagnet
(S/F) hybrid structures dominated by electromagnetic interactions (i.e., orbital effect). This work is
organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the pioneer reports discussing the irreversible traces
of moving flux quanta on a nearby ferromagnetic layer. The associated increase of vortex damping
is addressed in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the current experimental evidence of magnetic
imprinting. In the last Section 5 we draw the conclusion and formulate a number of possible issues
that remain unsettled and deserve further investigation.

2. Superconducting Vortices as Magnetic Tweezers

In 2005, Jankó and co-workers proposed the captivating idea of using superconducting vortices,
each carrying a quantum of flux, as tiny scribers able to locally polarize a nearby paramagnetic
layer [19]. In their proposal, they resorted to diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) as the magnetic
subsystem (see Figure 1) where a giant effective g-factor resulting from the exchange interaction
between the sp band carriers and localized d moments, led to an unusually large Zeeman splitting [20].
In this system, the charge distribution bound at the DMS layer by the stray field of the vortex is made
predominantly of carriers with their spin aligned with the vortex stray field. Although the original idea
was to operate such a device within the paramagnetic regime of the DMS, a priori there was no reason
to rule out its functionality in the ferromagnetic phase as long as the coercive field remained below
the typical stray field strength of a superconducting vortex. For a superconducting film of thickness d
and penetration depth λ, the z-component of the magnetic field strength at a distance z above the film
surface produced by an isolated vortex can be estimated as [21,22],

Bz(r, z) =
Φ0

2π

z + λeff

(r2 + (z + λeff)2)3/2 ≤ 2Hc1 (1)

where λeff = λ coth(d/2λ), r is the radial coordinate from the axis of the vortex, Φ0 is the magnetic
flux quantum, and Hc1 is the lower critical field.

As a DMS layer, III-Mn-V materials, the more established II-Mn-VI, as well as the emerging
Mn-containing group-IV alloys, could in principle be used to engineer spin-polarized charge-carrier
states with specific features. Test devices producing the required non-uniform magnetic fields
with nanoscale spatial variation could be readily obtained by introducing nanomagnets of various
shapes [23–25] at the expense of having a rigid structure which offers no flexibility for manipulation
after fabrication. However, to the best of our knowledge, an experimental corroboration of these
theoretical predictions is still lacking. Among the difficulties appearing in these systems, the substantial
strain fields due the lattice mismatch between the nanostructured magnetic dots or the superconducting
layer and the DMS layer could override the effects produced by the inhomogeneous magnetic field.
In addition, inducing spin-charge textures requires low temperature paramagnetic DMS with long
mean free path, which is challenging for the III-Mn-V compounds, but could be feasible with epitaxially
grown (Cd,Mn)Te quantum wells. In a study of adiabatic spin propagation in (Cd,Mn)Te quantum wells
guided by helical stray magnetic field (∼50 mT amplitude) generated by a grating of ferromagnetic
stripes, Betthausen and co-workers [26] demonstrated that a large g-factor is sustained only at very
low temperatures as the dominant s-d exchange part in the g-factor contributes appreciably below 1 K.
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Superconductor/semiconductor heterostructures (without a magnetic semiconductor) have been
originally investigated experimentally by G. H. Kruithof and co-workers [27] and showed clear
evidence of a strong interaction between moving flux lines and the two-dimensional electron gas.
These studies have motivated Danckwerts and co-workers [28] to demonstrate that an enhanced fluxon
damping produced by eddy currents in the semiconductor results from the coupling between these
two subsystems.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the spin and charge textures created by the stray field of vortices
lying in a superconducting layer into a DMS, as theoretically proposed in Reference [19]. The field
inhomogeneity of the vortex state is imprinted onto the DMS layer. Spin and charge textures are
trapped in the high-field regions inside the DMS.

3. Damping of Flux Motion Caused by a Nearby Magnetic Layer

Besides the electromagnetic damping produced by a conducting layer [28–31], in 2007 Palau
and co-workers experimentally demonstrated that an additional damping mechanism appears due
to the interaction of magnetic flux lines with ferromagnetic particles [32]. In a sample consisting of
ferromagnetic Gd nanoparticles (crystallite size of <10 nm) embedded in an Nb film, marked hysteresis
with substantial temperature dependence was observed in transport critical current vs magnetic field
(Jc vs H). This behaviour appeared when the magnetic field was swept from a value above Hc2

of Nb and large enough to saturate the moments of the Gd nanoparticles. Large enhancement in
critical current density (∆Jc ∼ 1× 1010 A m−2), and consequently vortex pinning, was observed under
such conditions. In contrast to earlier studies of systems with ferromagnetic particles embedded in a
superconductor [33–35], the effect was attributed to a new pinning mechanism, ‘magnetic hysteresis
pinning’, related to changes in the effective field on the Gd nanoparticles due to displacement of
vortices in the Nb. Since in Nb, the magnetic flux is confined within vortices, the field experienced
by a Gd nanoparticle is higher if it lies within a vortex than outside it. Thus, the ferromagnetic
moment of the nanoparticles is perturbed by changes in the vortex position, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The hysteresis in the magnetization of the Gd nanoparticles generates losses, and consequently, the flux
motion in the superconductor is damped.
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A similar damping mechanism is expected to occur in situations where a ferromagnetic layer
is placed on top of a superconducting film. In such a system, the magnetic stray field of vortices
travelling across the superconductor induces a co-moving magnetic polarization in the ferromagnetic
material. The local magnetization changes following a minor hysteresis cycle, resulting in a drag
force similar to that experienced by a permanent magnet moving along a ferromagnetic thin strip [36].
Extrapolating the results of the magnet/thin strip case to the motion of a single vortex, the magnetic
hysteresis drag force is expected to be independent on the vortex velocity and proportional to both
the ferromagnetic layer thickness and the lateral extension of the vortex stray magnetic field, Llat ∼ λ

(assuming that the characteristic length of the microstructure of the ferromagnetic material is smaller
than Llat). Such parametric dependence was also observed in the Gd/Nb films of Reference [32].
The strength of the drag force is further determined by the hysteresis processes in the ferromagnetic
layer, which are associated with irreversible domain wall displacements in most ferromagnetic
materials. In contrast, materials commercially used for magnetic recording are optimized in order
to obtain small magnetic grains (of a few nm size) separated by well defined domain walls, with
a strong reduction of the exchange coupling and the magnetic interaction between the grains [37].
As a result, the magnetization reversal is dominated by the rotation of the local magnetic moments,
which is a reversible process for field strengths much smaller than the coercivity (several hundred
mT) [38]. Although residual hysteresis losses may arise from other mechanisms related to the complex
structure of the magnetic recording materials, the net hysteresis drag force is expected to be small in
such materials.

More recently, an additional damping mechanism consisting in the emission of magnons has been
identified theoretically by Bespalov and co-workers [39]. A moving vortex lattice in a superconductor
interacting with magnetic moments in a ferromagnetic layer is accompanied by an ac magnetic
field which leads to magnon generation [39,40]. In such systems, transport characteristics of ideal
and disordered vortex lattices driven by a dc force are proposed to feature resonance peaks on
current-voltage characteristics and step-like increase in current at some critical voltage, respectively.
The emission of magnons, which results in a drag force, starts when a Cherenkov resonance condition
is satisfied. The damping mechanism is thus present for high vortex velocities v > vth, where
the threshold velocity vth is estimated in the range 103–105 m/s for U-based compounds. Such
damping mechanism might hence be relevant for the highest vortex velocities which are commonly
observed in thermomagnetic flux avalanches and can reach ∼ 104–105 m/s. Experimental evidence of
vortex-magnon interaction have been recently reported in Nb/FeNi structures [41].

Another mechanism leading to a magnetic damping of vortex motion was investigated by Lin
and Bulaevskii for the case of a magnetic multilayer system with a large magnetic susceptibility and a
long magnetization relaxation time [42]. The magnetic interaction between the superconductor and the
magnetic layers was shown to generate polarons, composed of the vortices and their co-moving
non-uniform magnetization. In such systems, polarons form at small velocities, for which they
experience an enhanced viscosity, while they dissociate as velocity increases thus lowering the
magnetic viscosity as a result of this decoupling. Last, vortices driven at very high velocities may
trigger additional excitations in the system, leading to an enhanced damping. For instance, vortices
exceeding the velocity of sound can trigger Cherenkov-type hypersound emission [43,44]. In addition,
at such high velocities, an escape of normal quasiparticles from the vortex core may also lead to the
Larkin-Ovchinnikov instability with a sudden transition to a more dissipative state [45].

The determination of the different regimes of vortex flow damping thus necessitates a careful
analysis of the magnetic coupling between the superconductor and the magnetic sub-system.
In particular, one must consider the relevant system excitations for the considered velocity range,
be it smooth magnetic penetration for the lowest velocities or sudden bursts of magnetic flux occuring
in avalanches.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation showing ferromagnetic particles enclosed in and around a vortex.
(a) Local magnetic moments inside the flux line get polarized along the direction of magnetic field
(red arrows), while those outside it retain a random orientation (black arrows). (b) Changes induced in
the nanoparticle moments, leaving a wake of polarized moments along the path of the vortex.

4. Tracking the Flux Penetration Footsteps by Magnetic Imprinting

In the previous section we have shown how a magnetic medium with low coercive field
could affect the motion of flux lines. We now turn our attention to the other side of the coin, i.e.,
the modification induced in the magnetic medium as a consequence of the vortex motion.

Local polarization of a magnetic material has been a widespread and reliable tool for data storage,
as utilized in hard disk drives and magnetic stripe cards. In a magnetic drawing board, which works
under the same principle, a magnetic tip attracts and drags along its path magnetic particles in the
board (cf. Figure 3a for a model scenario of a magnet dragging iron fillings along with it). The study
in Reference [32] suggests the intriguing possibility of locally polarizing a ferromagnetic material
in the vicinity of a vortex via its stray field. That is, the principle presented in Figure 3a can be
extended to the case of using the flux lines in a superconductor as microscopic magnetic scribers to
manipulate the polarization of a soft ferromagnetic layer by the stray fields associated with the flux
lines (cf. schematic in Figure 3b). A fascinating proposition is that the polarization thus, induced
at cryogenic temperatures could be retained up to room temperature, and for long enough to be
characterized further, thus allowing analysis of the flux distribution in a superconductor ex-situ by
conventional techniques such as magnetic force microscopy.

Figure 3. (a) A travelling magnet attracts iron fillings on its way and leaves a trail marking its trajectory.
(b) A superconducting vortex in motion flips the polarization of a soft ferromagnetic layer in its vicinity
and leaves a magnetic imprinting along its path (cf. Section 4.2 for details).
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4.1. Techniques to Detect Magnetic Recording of Superconducting States

Magneto-optical imaging (MOI) is a magnetic field mapping technique which has proven to be
useful for investigation of ferromagnets as well as superconductors [46–48]. It is characterized by
limited invasiveness [30,31,49], short acquisition time [50,51], and reasonable spatial and magnetic
field resolution. In particular, a major advantage of MOI over scanning probe magnetic imaging
techniques (such as scanning Hall probe microscopy (SHPM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM))
is the ability to quickly map the magnetic field profile over extended areas (up to few mm). Over the
years, the technique has been utilized to various ends; achieving single vortex resolution [49,52–54] and
detecting large area phenomena such as flux avalanches in superconductors [55,56]. This technique
has been successfully used [56,57] to trace flux trajectories in superconductors by magnetic imprinting.

While MOI enables detection and analysis of the out-of-plane component of magnetic field,
another phenomenon, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [58], has been recently applied to
detect and analyse the in-plane components of the magnetic moment. While the spatial resolution
of the MOI technique is ultimately limited by the wavelength of the used visible light, microscopy
methods based on XMCD overcome this limitation by replacing visible light with soft X-ray and offer
enhanced spatial resolution by utilizing scanning X-ray microscopy [59–62]. The complementarity of
both techniques has indeed been demonstrated in [60] where magnetic X-ray microscopy images based
on XMCD and magneto-optical images have revealed the in-plane and out-of-plane field components
in YBCO films under similar conditions.

Although MOI and XMCD have been the techniques of choice for mapping the imprinted magnetic
state above the superconducting critical temperature, many other alternative experimental methods
able to probe the local magnetic field distribution could be used with the purpose of improving the
spatial and field resolution. A non-exhaustive list includes scanning electron microscopy with polarized
analysis [63], Kerr microscopy [64], Bitter decoration [65,66], Lorentz microscopy [67], scanning probe
microscopy where the probe can be a magnetic tip [68], a Hall cross [69], a nanoSQUID [70], or a
nitrogen-vacancy center [71], just to name a few.

4.2. Observation of Imprinted Flux Trajectories in Permalloy Using MOI

Recently, Brisbois and co-authors have demonstrated the imprinting of superconducting vortex
trajectories in a magnetic layer [56] of Permalloy (Fe19Ni81, henceforth referred to as Py) on top of
a superconducting Nb film, separated by a thin insulating SiO2 layer in order to reduce proximity
effects and thus, to ensure purely magnetic interaction between the Py and Nb layers (cf. schematic in
Figure 4a). A number of such Py/Nb heterostructures were prepared, with different thicknesses of the
Py layer (t = 50 nm, 100 nm, and 460 nm). The heterostructures were investigated primarily using MOI
(see Reference [72] for more details on the MOI setup). The magnetic landscape in these samples has
been found to be highly re-configurable by imprinting flexible micromagnet structures for guidance of
flux penetration in a superconductor [56,72].

The magnetic stray field emerging from the superconductor can induce magnetic moment flipping
in a ferromagnetic layer if the volume of the latter, and hence, its associated magnetic energy, is small
enough. This was indeed observed in heterostructures with thin Py layers (t = 50 nm and 100 nm),
in which the vortex trajectories in the Nb left their imprints in the Py layer. The Py layer is polarized
in-plane in a particular direction, and a moving flux front with the in-plane field component in the
opposite direction is able to flip the local polarization of Py, leaving in its wake a trail of reversed
polarization in the Py layer (as schematically represented in Figure 3b).
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the Py/Nb heterostructures used in Reference [56]. (b) MO
image at T = 10 K showing the Py/Nb sample with a 50 nm-thick layer magnetized in-plane, with the
magnetization direction indicated by the arrow. (c) MO image at T = 4.5 K and µ0H = 4.8 mT, showing
smooth flux penetration in Nb. After obtaining the image (c), the temperature is increased to T = 10 K
and µ0H = 0 mT, resulting in the image in panel (d). Panel (d) shows clear reversal of the in-plane
magnetisation induced by flux penetration. Figure reprinted from Reference [56].

Figure 4b shows a MO image of the sample at 10 K, above the critical temperature Tc of Nb, after
applying and removing an in-plane field of 10 mT. The in-plane magnetization of the Py is along the
direction indicated by the arrow and the stray field of the magnetic layer is clearly visible as white/blue
(positive field) and red (negative field) stripes. Subsequently, the sample is cooled to 4.5 K and an
out-of-plane field of 4.8 mT is applied. Smooth flux penetration in Nb is observed to remain nearly
unaffected by the magnetic layer, as shown in Figure 4c. The temperature is then increased to 10 K
and the out-of-plane field is reduced to zero. A MO image captured in this state reveals a striking
feature: clear imprints of flux paths in the Nb layer are observed close to one of the borders in the
Py layer at 10 K (cf. Figure 4d). In Reference [56] it was argued that the in-plane field component
associated with the flux front is strong enough to flip locally the magnetic moments of the Py layer,
and this moment-flipping is responsible for the observed imprints. The situation is as shown earlier
schematically in Figure 3b, and this also explains the observation that such imprints are not seen at
other borders of the Py layer where the in-plane field components are not antiparallel to the local
magnetic moment.

More interesting imprinting features are revealed at lower temperatures. Figure 5 summarizes
observations following a protocol similar to those discussed in Figure 4, at T = 4 K, for which the Nb
sample is in the thermomagnetic instability regime. In addition to velocity-dependent electromagnetic
damping [30,31], in this case, flux avalanches are observed to be damped due to the energy cost of
flipping in-plane moments in Py when propagating anti-parallel to them (cf. in-plane magnetization
orientation in Py shown in panels (a) and (d) and corresponding propagation of flux avalanches in
Nb shown in panels (b) and (e) of Figure 5, respectively). Furthermore, the remnant MO signal after
warming up to 10 K (cf. panels (c) and (f)) clearly shows traces of the flux trajectories in Nb left in the
Py layer. Indeed, using image analysis in Reference [56] very good spatial correlation between flux
avalanches in Figure 5b,e and their imprints in Figure 5c,f, respectively, has been established.
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Figure 5. (a) MO image at T = 10 K showing the Py/Nb sample with 50 nm-thick Py layer magnetized
in-plane, with the magnetization direction indicated by the arrow. (b) MO image at T = 4 K and
µ0H = 4.8 mT, showing flux penetration in the form of thermomagnetic avalanches in Nb. (c) MO
image at T = 10 K and µ0H = 0 mT, showing imprints of the flux avalanches in Nb visible in the Py
layer. (d–f) Set of images similar to those shown in (a–c), with a different initial magnetization direction
of Py indicated by the arrow in (d). Figure reprinted from Reference [56].

Recently, Colauto and co-workers have demonstrated [73] that vortices in Nb thin films can
be guided by vortices in the plane of the film created by in-plane external magnetic fields above
the in-plane lower critical field (H||c1). In principle, this scenario could also take place in the Py/Nb
heterostructures, as the superconductor is cooled down in the stray field generated by the Py layer.
If so, these in-plane vortices could represent an additional mechanism for the preferential propagation
of flux along the direction of magnetization of the Py layer, as observed in panels (b) and (e) of Figure 5.
The in-plane lower critical field for the Nb film considered in Figure 5 can be estimated [73,74] as
H||c1 ≈ 88 mT. This value largely exceeds the in-plane component of the stray field generated by the Py
film at a distance ∼5 nm as determined from an analytical solution valid for a parallelepiped magnetic
layer [75]. In view of this fact, the scenario of frozen-in in-plane vortices does not seem to be relevant
in this particular case.

The imprinting of the inhomogeneous magnetic landscape generated by the superconducting
layer should not be limited to magnetic layers with preferential in-plane magnetic moment. To address
this issue, we have used a magnetic layer already optimized for the storage of information with high
density: a hard disk drive (HDD) platter. In recent HDDs, out-of-plane magnetization (confirmed
by bulk magnetization measurements, data not shown) allows to record more information in less
space. Using these materials represents a first approach towards improving the resolution of magnetic
flux imprinting, possibly even down to the single vortex resolution. In particular, we used a Seagate
Barracuda T500LM030 HDD platter as magnetic film and deposited a 100 nm-thick rectangular Nb film
on top of it, as shown in Figure 6a,b. Following a similar procedure as in Figures 4 and 5, the MO images
presented in Figure 6c,d (resp. Figure 6e,f) show that imprinting of some flux avalanches triggered
in the Nb film at 2.5 K after cooling in zero field (ZFC) (resp. FC), is retained in the HDD layer at
10 K. Strikingly, these preliminary results show similar imprinting as in the in-plane magnetic moment
films. Considering the fact that an HDD involves a complex multilayer structure with the presence of
a soft underlayer made of highly permeable material, one is led to admit that flux avalanches in the
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superconductor may not be able to induce switching in the out-of-plane recording media, but leave an
imprint into the soft underlayer instead.

Figure 6. (a) Layout of the Nb-HDD sample, consisting of a Seagate Barracuda ST500LM030 hard drive,
relying on the perpendicular magnetic recording technology, and a 100 nm-thick Nb superconducting
film. (b) Optical image of the sample layout. (c) MO image at T = 2.5 K and µ0H = 4.8 mT, showing
flux penetration in the form of thermomagnetic avalanches in Nb after cooling the sample in zero
field (ZFC). (e) MO image at T = 2.5 K and µ0H = 0 mT, showing the remnant flux in Nb after
withdrawing the applied magnetic field µ0H = 4.8 mT (FC procedure). (d,f) MO images at T = 10 K
and µ0H = 0 mT, showing imprints of the flux avalanches in Nb visible in the HDD layer, after the ZFC
and FC procedures, respectively.

4.3. Observation of Imprinted Flux Trajectories in Co Using MOI

Similar imprinting of magnetic flux paths in a superconductor to generate unconventional spin
textures in ferromagnetic layers has been reported in Nb/Al2O3/Co thin film heterostructures by
Lopes and co-workers [57]. After zero field cooling the sample from above Tc of Nb to T = 2.5 K,
the magnetic flux is observed to penetrate in the form of several dendrite structures (cf. MO image at
T = 2.5 K and µ0H = 6 mT in Figure 7a). Upon removing the applied magnetic field and warming up
the sample above Tc, the flux avalanches in Nb are observed to have left their trails in the Co layer, as
observed in the MO image at 10 K in Figure 7b, showing the flux distribution in the remanent state
of the Co layer, which exhibits a striking correspondence with the flux paths in panel (a). In the MO
image at T = 300 K (Figure 7c), the imprints are indeed still present, although there appears to be
some washing out of the magnetic textures as compared to those at T = 10 K, which could perhaps be
attributed to clustering of domains in the Co film. Hence, the magnetic texture observed at 10 K is
found to be reasonably stable even at room temperature, and is expected to be stable up to the Curie
temperature of the Co film. It is worth noting that, in principle, the particular thickness of Co film
used in the study would allow only for stable domains with in-plane magnetization [76]. Moreover,
it is estimated that the magnetic energy provided by the flux front in Nb to the Co film may not be
sufficient to induce spin-flipping [77]. Rather than that, it is speculated in Reference [57] that, at the
microscopic scale, the observed magnetization texture could result from the formation of skyrmions or
some other non-conventional spin chiral-type or vortex-type structures.
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Figure 7. (a) MO image at T = 2.5 K and µ0H = 6 mT of the Nb/Al2O3/Co heterostructures used in
Reference [57] showing flux avalanches inside the sample forming a dendritic morphology. The gray
vertical lines delineate the region covered with the Co layer. The schematic above panel (a) shows a
side view indicating the borders of the Co and Al2O3 layers in the MO image. (b) Remanent state of
the Co layer at T = 10 K. (c) MO image at T = 300 K showing imprints of the flux avalanches in the Co
layer. Figure reprinted from Reference [57], with permission from AIP Publishing, 2019.

4.4. Imprinting of Inhomogeneous Magnetic Landscapes in CoFeB Detected by XMCD Based Imaging Techniques

The MOI technique is not particularly suited for direct measurements of superconductors and
some magnetic materials for which the Faraday effect is very weak. Instead, it is necessary to place
a Faraday-active sensor on top of the sample of interest to achieve the desired results. Similarly,
the XMCD technique cannot be used directly to characterize superconductors due to absence of
paramagnetic ions [59]. Therefore, an additional sensor layer has to be introduced. Maximum magnetic
contrast can be achieved by directly depositing the sensor layer on the superconductor (or other sample
of interest).

Albrecht and co-workers have reported on XMCD microscopy of magnetic flux patterns in
the high-Tc superconductor YBCO (YBa2Cu3O7–δ) using 30 nm-thick soft ferromagnetic Co40Fe40B20

(CoFeB) directly deposited on YBCO as a sensor layer [59–61]. Both optimally doped YBCO thin films
(thickness 100-150 nm) and melt-textured YBCO (thickness 350 µm) have been studied (cf. schematics
in Figure 8a). The XMCD effect is the difference of two X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) obtained using
left and right circularly polarized light. In these studies, X-ray beams are tuned to the L3-edge of Co,
and hence, the resultant contrast corresponds directly to the magnetic moment of the element.

In such CoFeB films, the magnetic moments are found to be oriented in-plane and they exhibit
soft ferromagnetic behaviour characterized by small coercive fields (µ0Hc = 5 mT). In these studies,
it was demonstrated that by virtue of its soft magnetic nature, CoFeB can act as a recording medium
for flux patterns in YBCO. Figure 8b,c show the distribution of the in-plane magnetic flux in one
such YBCO thin films with CoFeB cover. The MO image in panel (b) is obtained using the principle
discussed in Reference [59]. The scanning X-ray microscopy in panel (c) clearly demonstrates the utility
of the CoFeB layer as a recording medium for the flux distribution in YBCO, as the magnetic domains
which persist at room temperature have a striking resemblance to the superconducting state at low
temperatures. Figure 8d,g demonstrate the additional advantage of enhanced spatial resolution of this
technique in comparison with MOI. It is seen that the magnetic contrast in CoFeB at room temperature,
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replicating the superconducting state at low temperatures, can be resolved down to 130 nm which is
close to the domain wall width (=150 nm) in ferromagnetic (Fe,Co,B)-systems [78].

Figure 8. (a) Schematic representations of the heterostructures of CoFeB with YBCO thin film and
melt-textured YBCO studied in References [59–61]. (b) Magneto-optical image based on the Faraday
effect at T = 12 K showing the in-plane magnetic flux distribution Bx of the critical state of a YBCO thin
film covered with CoFeB. (c) XMCD image at T = 300 K showing signatures of the flux distribution in
YBCO present in CoFeB at room temperature. (d–f) XMCD images of melt-textured YBCO with CoFeB
at room temperature at various magnifications showing imprints in CoFeB of the flux distribution in
YBCO at T = 83 K. (g) Line profile along the red line shown in (f), demonstrating the spatial resolution of
the technique. Figure reprinted from References [59], with permission from American Physical Society,
2014; References [60], with permission from AIP Publishing, 2015; References [61], with permission
from AIP Publishing, 2015.

4.5. Imprinting of Inhomogeneous Magnetic Landscapes in Permalloy Detected by XMCD Based Imaging Techniques

The XMCD technique has also been used for the investigation of recording of magnetic flux
patterns in YBCO in an adjacent Permalloy sensor layer [79,80]. Figure 9a shows a schematic of a
heterostructure investigated by transmission X-ray microscopy, which consists of the layer of interest,
i.e., optimally doped YBCO film epitaxially grown on single crystalline SrTiO3 (001) (STO) with Py
as a sensor layer on top. The image in Figure 9b shows magnetic (XMCD) signal in the remanent
state of YBCO obtained using this technique. In this state, supercurrents in the superconducting layer
form four domains of constant current density. This electric current distribution produces in-plane
components of the magnetic flux density at the magnetic layer that are oriented towards the edge of
the film (Figure 9c). The XMCD image clearly shows the expected pattern of in-plane components
of the magnetic flux density in this state, and hence, demonstrates the efficient recording of the
superconducting signal in the Py sensor layer.
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic drawing of the Py-YBCO heterostructures studied in Reference [79]. Imaging is
performed utilizing transmission of X-ray incident at an angle of 30◦. (b) Image of YBCO in the
remanent state at T = 20 K obtained by magnetic X-ray microscopy. (c) Sketch of the in-plane magnetic
field distribution at the ferromagnetic layer, generated by the supercurrents. Figure reprinted from
Reference [79], with permission from American Physical Society, 2018.

XMCD has been also utilized in X-ray photoelectron emission microscopy (X-PEEM) to image
in-plane magnetic domain configurations in Py induced by underlying YBCO dots [62]. Figure 10a
shows SEM images of different samples geometries investigated. Panels (b) and (c) of Figure 10 show
XMCD images which reveal the remanent state of YBCO at 45 K in the form of a clear modulation of
the Py magnetization guided by the YBCO layer underneath. Similarly to MOI investigation of Py
superconductor heterostructures in Reference [56], it has been demonstrated in Reference [62] that
the magnetic history experienced by the Py/YBCO hybrid controls the ultimate magnetic pattern
imprinted in the Py layer and that such flexible imprinting can be done in a controllable manner.

Figure 10. (a) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of Py-YBCO hybrid structures with different
YBCO dot geometry (square, disk, and triangle) studied in Reference [62]. (b,c) XMCD images of Py
layer on top of a square and triangular YBCO dot, respectively, obtained at T = 45 K at remanence after
maximum applied field (+30 mT and -30 mT, respectively). Figure reprinted from Reference [62], with
permission from authors, 2016.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

To summarize, we have presented the currently available experimental evidence of imprinting
in a ferromagnetic layer the inhomogeneous magnetic landscapes generated by a superconductor.
Although the feasibility of the approach has been corroborated by various experimental techniques,
a complete understanding of the resulting magnetically recorded state is still lacking. In particular,
the differences between the expected imprinting performed in out-of-plane vs in-plane ferromagnetic
layers deserve further systematic investigation. The sensitivity of the ferromagnetic layer, in units of
mT, can be defined as the minimum local magnetic field threshold required to generate a well-defined
feature in it. This quantity may be linked to the coercivity of the magnetic material. The resolution
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(in nm) corresponds to the smallest feature of a given type that can be printed and may result from a
complex interplay of magnetic film thickness, coercive field and remanent moment. Finally, the contrast
corresponds to the magnetic moment gradient from a magnetically exposed area to an unexposed
area of the ferromagnetic layer. In this case, a square magnetic loop with well defined coercivity and
remanent moment will exhibit binary imprinting, whereas canted moments will permit obtaining
a more greyscale imprinting. Part of the appeal of the technique arises from the persistence of the
imprinted magnetic landscape up to room temperature so as to be comfortably inspected ex-situ. In turn,
this requires magnetic materials with Curie temperatures above room temperature. The optimization
of sensitivity, resolution, contrast, stability, recording density, etc. within a complex multi-parameter
space continues to be an active subject of technological research for magnetic recording of hard-disk
drives operating at room temperature. Nowadays, recording densities as high as 1 Tbit/inch2 can
be obtained [81], suggesting that individual flux quantum imaging limit could be reached with the
magnetic imprinting technique, at least at low fields (<50 mT) where the local field modulation
amplitude is larger. Although much can be learnt from the colossal work done for optimizing magnetic
recording in hard disk drives, extrapolating the acquired knowledge on these information storage
devices to cryogenic temperatures is not straightforward since most of the parameters are temperature
dependent. A particular disadvantage of the magnetic imprinting technique is its invasiveness due
to the mutual magnetic interaction between superconductors and ferromagnets. This effect can be
minimized if the local field of individual flux quanta (Equation (1)) largely exceeds the coercive field
of the ferromagnetic layer. In order to reduce the coercivity, thinner ferromagnetic layers could be
used [82,83], at the expense of reducing the Curie temperature [84]. Furthermore, optimization of the
parameters for imprinting nearly isothermal and stable states, such as the superconducting critical
state, imposes different constraints than those needed for imprinting magnetic flux avalanches in
superconductors which can substantially heat the material locally and propagate at speeds exceeding
those of magnetic domains [85]. Although in the present review we have focused our attention to
the achievements obtained using conventional ferromagnetic as recording layer, alternative materials
like half-metallic ferromagnets [86], magnetic topological insulators [87], and ferromagnetic Weyl
semimetals [88] might provide fertile ground for the development of the next-generation of magnetic
recording of the superconducting states. Clearly, further theoretical and experimental efforts are
needed to permit this emerging technique to advance from the current proof-of-concept stage to a
mature level.
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